CERTIC FINAL CONFERENCE

The final transnational meeting of the CERTIC project was held in Brussels, 6th of February 2018. The aim of the event was to show the results, the activities carried out during the project and to spread the knowledge about the topic.

The event had two parts: the first part started with the *Introduction and presentation of the CERTIC project*, by Et Taoufik FATHI, CFO & Project Manager of MOC & Services. He presented the main aim of the project as the support of trainers in training for the non-profit sector, through an efficient use of the ICT tools.

Following this, three presentations were made with focus on the use of information and communication technologies in training, according to three different points of view such as issues, perspectives and limits:

- **Numerics and learning: philosophical and epistemological views**, by Alain LOUTE, Lecturer at the Center for Medical Ethics of the Catholic University of Lille.

- **Learning with technologies: pedagogical perspectives on their added value in training**, by Marianne POUMAY, Professor at ULG and director of the Synergies Education - Technology Support Laboratory – LabSet.

- **Digital, learning and collective action**, by Fabrice EEKLAER, Federal Secretary of CSC Charleroi - Sambre & Meuse.

The second part of the event had the aim to spread the results of the project and to support the knowledge transfer from partners to the audience.
These topics were presented due the following workshops:

- **Digital stories**, by Laurence DELPERDANGE, Coordinator of the Brabant Walloon Popular Teams
- **Using concept maps to promote learning**, by Chantal DUPONT, Pedagogical advisor at LabSET - University of Liège
- **Thiagi: Games to launch our trainings, to maintain the attention or to reach a precise object**, by Catherine LESIRE - Pedagogical adviser to LabSET - University of Liège
- **How to create a training on MOODLE**, by Rui RAMALHO, Professor at the University of Applied Sciences Paula Frassinetti in Porto - Portugal (sequence in English)
- **The Gamification of Training and its Use on Online Learning Platforms**, by Zsolt GARDA, teacher at SAPIENTIA University in Romania (sequence in English)

LONG TERM GOAL OF THE PROJECT

The goal of CERTIC project was to create a common training model for the use of information and communication technologies to meet the needs of trainers in the third sector. From this point of view, it is highly important the development of a “certification” process of the training in order to facilitate the recognition and a transparent validation of training outcomes and their transferability between operators and between countries (professional and geographical mobility).

Visit our webpage [http://www.certicproject.eu/](http://www.certicproject.eu/) or Facebook page [www.facebook.com/certic.project](http://www.facebook.com/certic.project) and get in contact with us.